Juanita Nelson, at 91; civil rights activist advocated local food
Ms. Nelson and her partner, Wally, were both war opponents. They picnicked in
1946.
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At 16, Juanita Nelson boarded a train with her mother to travel from their
Cleveland home to visit relatives in Georgia. While changing trains in Cincinnati
they were assigned segregated seating.
When the African-American teenager asked if they could switch from what
she called their “Jim Crow” car to one that seated white passengers, her mother
said, “Oh, Nita, I’m just too tired,” Ms. Nelson recalled in an oral history interview
recorded by the Memorial Hall Museum in Deerfield. “I sat and fumed,” Ms.
Nelson continued, “and finally I got up and sat in every car in that train because I
was so upset.”
No one tried to dissuade Ms. Nelson as she moved from car to car, except
for a black porter who warned that she might get into trouble. She said she “went
back and sat by my mother and I felt better because I had expressed myself.”

Racial equality was important to Ms. Nelson, who became a civil rights
activist, but in later years “it became her conviction that we have to get over
race,” said her friend Randy Kehler of Colrain. “She believed much more in the
idea that we’re all human. That was her mantra.”
Ms. Nelson, a strong voice in the tax resistance and local agriculture
movements, died of end-stage dementia March 9 in the Poet’s Seat Health Care
Center in Greenfield. She was 91 and had lived for more than 40 years in Deerfield
and Greenfield.
Through actions more than words, friends said, she demonstrated her
beliefs by refusing to pay federal taxes and by growing and selling her own food, a
skill she perfected and passed along to friends and neighbors. Those activities
often go hand-in-hand because tax resistance generally requires a low income
and self-sufficiency.
“She had a very sharp and able mind that never tired,” said Ellie
Kastanopolous of the nonprofit Equity Trust in Amherst, which promotes
sustainable approaches to property ownership. “You could talk to her about
anything; she was incredibly wide open.”
Ms. Nelson believed that “in this crazy economic world we’re in, everyone
has to figure out how to live with less,” Kastanopolous said. “She would hold you
to the fire, but she would do it in a thoughtful and caring way that was very
powerful.”
Ms. Nelson was arrested numerous times over the course of her life at civil
rights and tax resistance protests.
“She really believed that all people were equal and should be treated
equally,” said Bob Bady of Brattleboro, a tax resister who was 18 when he met
Ms. Nelson and her partner, Wallace Nelson.
“What impressed me about Juanita was her accessibility, particularly
because I was so young and searching for meaning,” he said. “They were people
who’d integrated their philosophy into their lifestyle. And she was really easy to
talk to and to get to know.”
Friends said Ms. Nelson and her partner, who was known as Wally, never
married. In the past, the Globe referred to them as spouses, including in his 2002
obituary. Both were vocal opponents of war. Refusing to pay taxes, Ms. Nelson
said in the oral history, is “the only way you can stop war . . . and stop so much
consumption that requires war, at least that’s the way I look at it.”

Kehler, who was jailed for refusing to cooperate with the draft during the
Vietnam War, described Ms. Nelson as “firm and tough-minded in her
convictions.” He added that she was “as gracious and welcoming as could be.”
Kehler and his wife arranged for the Nelsons to settle on a half-acre of land
at Woolman Hill in Deerfield, a retreat center owned by the Quakers, the
Religious Society of Friends. The Nelsons built a small house with neither
electricity nor indoor plumbing, and also planted and harvested in earnest,
teaching neighbors to do the same. According to the center’s website, Ms. Nelson
lived there until 2012.
Although the Nelsons were not Quakers, “some of our best friends are
Friends,” she told the Globe in 1985. The Globe reported that on an Internal
Revenue Service tax return that year, she wrote phrases including: “I do not wish
to work one day each week for the Pentagon — there is better employment.”
Ms. Nelson submitted similar forms to the IRS each week at the beginning
of 1985. The government considered the returns frivolous, and fined her and
other protesters $500 for each one sent. “I have no idea how hard they’ll press us
for the money,” she said, speaking on behalf of the group, “but so far, we haven’t
been paid a personal visit by the IRS.”
Juanita Morrow was born in Cleveland and grew up in what she called the
city’s “outer slums.” In the oral history, she said she won a poetry contest at 17
and used the money to buy her family’s first telephone.
After graduating from high school, she enrolled in Howard University,
where she became secretary of the school’s NAACP chapter. She also was
involved with the Congress of Racial Equality.
Transferring to what is now Case Western Reserve University in Cleveland,
she graduated with a bachelor’s degree in journalism. While working as a reporter
for a Cleveland newspaper, she interviewed Wally Nelson, who was serving a jail
sentence.
After registering as a conscientious objector during World War II, he and
some friends walked away from their civilian public service camp to work with the
poor in Detroit, until they were arrested.
In 1948, the Nelsons helped form the pacifist group Peacemakers. Ms.
Nelson graduated from Ohio State University in 1955 with a master’s in speech
pathology. In the years that followed, the couple lived in Philadelphia, Americus,
Ga., and Ojo Caliente, N.M., where they began supporting themselves through
growing and selling food.

Moving to Deerfield in 1974, they grew beans and other produce and sold
the surplus at a farmers’ market. They also made their own soap and ceramic
dishes.
Ms. Nelson also wrote poetry and articles for magazines, and one poem
captured the challenges of the life she chose:
Well, I try to grow my own food, competing with the bugs,
I even make my own soap and my own ceramic mugs.
I figure that the less I buy, the less I compromise
With Standard Oil and ITT and those other gouging guys.
Oh, but it ain’t easy to leave my cozy bed
To make it with my flashlight to that air conditioned shed
But then I get to thinkin’, if we’re ever gonna see
the end of that old con game, the change has got to start with me.
A service will be announced for Ms. Nelson, who leaves no immediate
family.
Friends said she was very social, combining work and conversation when
possible.
“She loved being a mentor to other people, especially young folks,” Kehler
said. “She loved meeting new people and loved having visitors. But when people
came over, Juanita would always say, ‘Let’s talk while we hoe.’ And she would.”
Kathleen McKenna can be reached at kmck66@verizon.net.
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